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Turf Protection Products 

Portapath is perfect for every outdoor event, providing safe 
temporary access areas and pedestrian pathways, whatever  
the size. Portapath’s rugged anti-slip surface protects turf and  
prevents soil compaction. An excellent all weather, all year  
round surface, providing an innovative and reliable alternative 
to traditional flooring systems 

Terraplas® turf protection is used in stadia worldwide, 
enabling them to be multi-purpose special event venues for 
concerts, exhibitions, dinners and religious ceremonies. 
Terraplas® is also used extensively in other venues such as 
public parks, racecourses and stately homes for walkways, 
exhibitions, show stands and hospitality areas. 

Terraflor protects turf at Stadiums and Sports Arenas when the 
playing area is used for non-sporting events. Designed to protect 
the turf at Stadiums and Sports Arena’s when the playing area is 
being used for non-sporting events. It allows the passage of air 
and light and creates a moist atmosphere under the tile, without 
build-up of heat. These are the essential elements for keeping 
grass healthy and green. 

Terratile is the latest system manufactured in the UK by 
Terraplas plc. - The World's No.1 Turf Protection company. It is 
designed to protect the turf playing area at Stadiums when they 
are being used for non-sporting events. It allows the passage of 
air and light and creates a moist atmosphere under the tile, 
without any noticeable build-up of heat - essential elements for 
keeping natural grass healthy and green. 
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Turf Protection Products (cont) 

Terraturf is one of the “budget” range manufactured in the UK 
by Terraplas plc. – the World’s No. 1 Turf Protection company  

Terracover V has been designed to protect artificial turf or 
natural grass, but with speed and ease of installation. 
It bears the weight of forklifts and cherry pickers, is totally 
interlocking and looks good at a reasonable price. 

Terraturf is one of the “budget” range manufactured in the UK by 
Terraplas plc. – the World’s No. 1 Turf Protection company. Terraturf is 
designed for pedestrian use to protect the turf playing area at 
Stadiums when they are being used for non-sporting events. It allows 
the passage of air and light and each tile overlaps its adjacent tiles to 
prevent rubbish and non-desirable liquids from passing through to 
the turf – whether natural or artificial. 

For years Promoters have been looking for a product which would enable 
them to bring 150 tonne cranes, forklifts and trucks onto the stadium field 
without causing significant damage. In the past they have used plywood or 
aluminium panels, with disastrous effect. Now however, terraplas plc. have 
developed terratrak plus®, which can be laid by hand and is manufactured 
from translucent high density polyethylene plastic that allows grass to 
continue growing normally – which will keep the Ground staff happy!! 

Terratrak has been designed to withstand the weight and stress exerted by 
forklifts and 100 ton cranes.  It is light enough to be put in position by hand 
and with its overlapping design and unique locking system it creates a 
continous surface free from gaps and other potential trip hazards. 
Terratrak comes in three formats; 
Terratrak – NF – This version of Terratrak has no feet on the bottom 
Terratrak – WF – With the addition of patented feet 
Terratrak – FB – With the addition of a flat panel on the underside 
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